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Essays in this book promote long-overdue conversations between Darwinians and feminists. The delay is understandable, if short-sighted on both sides. For all its originality and power, Darwin’s view of human nature was distorted by overly narrow, often misleading stereotypes about females. In writing his classic account of *The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex*, Darwin assumed that “the most able men will have succeeded best in defending and providing for themselves, their wives and offspring” (1871/1981, Part II: 383) and that offspring sired by hunters with “greater intellectual vigor and power of invention” would be most likely to survive. Invoking his theory of sexual selection, which combines male-male competition followed by female choice of the winning male (easily the most original of Darwin’s many brilliant ideas), Darwin assumed that women would preferentially select as mates the best and the brightest of provider/defenders and thereafter single-mindedly devote themselves to rearing that male’s young. With selection acting more strongly on this vigorous and active sex than on what Darwin regarded as the more “passive” female sex, it followed that men would attain “a higher eminence, in whatever he takes up, than woman can attain— whether requiring deep thought, reason, or imagination” (1871/1981, Part II: 327). Altogether, it was a very neat, internally consistent—if entirely androcentric—package, leaving out crucial female contributions to subsistence as well as all the strategizing females engage in to ensure their local clout and the survival of any young at all.

Over time, this bias grew more pronounced among some of Darwin’s disciples, persisting to the present day. No wonder many of those in the humanities and social sciences subscribed to Virginia Woolf’s assessment: “Science it would seem, is not sexless; she is a man, a father, and infected too” (1938). Feminists were understandably put off by more than a century of male-centered constructs, including constructs whereby our ancestors evolved big brains so that males
could outwit competitors or collaborate with one another the better to kill game or prevail over neighboring groups, or evolved to walk upright so males could carry meat back to females and offspring who waited back at camp (e.g., Lovejoy, 1981, among many other distinguished evolutionists). Feminists wrote off biology as a field unhelpful to women seeking either to improve their lot or to better understand themselves. But these same feminists may be surprised by the very different scenarios and highly variable female organisms that emerge from the pages of this book.

Over the last four decades a growing assortment of sociobiologists and evolutionary-minded anthropologists and psychologists have started to employ a wider angled evolutionary lens to study a range of creatures including humans. The result is a more accurate picture encompassing the evolutionary interests and perspectives of females as well as males, along with selection pressures across the life course beginning in utero and continuing long after women cease to be fertile.

And what of generations of Darwinians whose confidence in their own objectivity led them to ignore feminist critiques as too ideologically motivated to merit attention? A growing number of them as well are beginning to recognize that no amount of hypothesis-testing and extra data-collection matter if hypotheses being tested are built on flawed or seriously incomplete starting assumptions. A few of these committed evolutionists are even wondering out loud how it was possible that sex differences apparent in some species could have been projected onto nature at large without taking into account just how flexible sex roles between and within species often are (especially Gowaty, this volume). How could widely accepted assumptions about universal sex differences have persisted and shaped evolutionary theorizing for so long after abundant evidence contradicting such presumptions had been reported? How could mainstream scientists ever have taken it as granted that females were too preoccupied with nurturing to compete in wider spheres, as in this statement: “primate females seem biologically to dominate political systems, and the whole weight of the relevant primates’ breeding history militates against female participation in what we can call ‘primate public life’” (Tiger, 1977, p. 28)? How could the finest textbook in the field back in the 1970s have so casually pronounced that “most adult females . . . are likely to be breeding at or close to the theoretical limit” while “among males by contrast there is the probability of doing better” (Daly & Wilson, 1978, p. 59), with the obvious implication that somehow what matters most is competition between males for mates? (Hint: sometimes it does, except when it doesn’t!) Given just how much evidence there was before our eyes, why did so many years elapse before stereotypes about sexually “ardent” males and universally discriminating “coy” females started to be challenged (e.g., Hrdy, 1986/2006) and before long-standing stereotypes about evolved female nature were revised (Angier, 1999; Eckholm, 1984; Gowaty, 1987)?

Right along with Darwin’s immense curiosity, powers of observation, imagination, and diligence, one of his great strengths was humility. Darwin fretted
constantly that he might be wrong. Were he alive today, I imagine he would be at
the fascinated forefront studying the new and highly variable female life-forms
taking shape from behind the shadows of biased presumptions. I would even go
so far as to speculate that Darwin himself might entertain a novel twist to his
own theory of sexual selection. Quite possibly it was in the interests of well-born
men in social contexts where males are considered superior, control resources,
and dominate females, not to notice certain things about their daughters and
wives. Even the most well intentioned and upright of gentlemen could go right on
believing that a woman was naturally inclined and even eager to give birth to one
closely spaced child after another, devoting herself single-mindedly to their care
while lovingly and charitably also devoting her (naturally empathetic) Emma-like
nature to improving her husband’s quality of life. In patriarchal worlds where
inheritance and property rights overwhelmingly favored sons, where paternity
mattered a great deal, women’s autonomy was highly constrained. In societ-
ies where any challenge to a woman’s chastity would be disastrous, no wonder a
woman might prefer to preserve herself for the one “best”— which of course was
too often taken to mean the most property— male. And well might the discre-
tion of such a woman lead to the impression (as the famous medical authority
of Darwin’s day William Acton put it) that “the majority of women (happily for
them) are not much troubled with sexual feelings of any kind” (Acton, 1865, pp.
112–113). How convenient to assume that if women behaved passively, opted out
of “primate public life,” or remained monandrous, it was because they were natu-
really inclined to do so! Such blinders would have eased the existence of a kindly
Victorian gentleman, while also enhancing his professional as well as reproductive
success.

Whatever their sources, Darwin’s blind spots constituted a highly adaptive
obliviousness shared by a succession of brilliant researchers in the evolution-
ary sciences. I still vividly recall a conversation with an eminent British zoolo-
gist about the many newly recognized sources of variance in female reproductive
success and the question of why their recognition had been so long in coming.
“Females were just harder to study,” he told me, with a perfectly straight face.
Note that this was in the 1980s, before fieldworkers had ready access to nonin-
vasive methods for determining genetic paternity. Variation between the lifetime
reproductive success of females should have been, if anything, easier to measure
than that of males.

So what changed? A great deal! The transformations can be detected in the way
psychologists and anthropologists interpret an increasingly broad range of human
behaviors (e.g., see chapters by Moscovice; Newson & Richerson; Escasa-Dorne,
Young, & Gray; Fedigan & Jack) as well as those by scholars with backgrounds in
political science, law, comparative literature, and gender studies (e.g., chapters
by Liesen, Easterlin or Pridmore-Brown). In my own case, the process began as I
increasingly began to identify with the female monkeys that I studied in the arid
zone forests of Rajasthan. Observing them day after day, I could not help but
empathize with langur mothers, who every 27 months on average had to cope with the appearance in their midst of a new male bent on killing infants sired by his predecessor. By this point in the 1970s, feminist critiques of science were also (however awkwardly and belatedly) percolating into my consciousness. I was increasingly aware of the disconnect between evolutionary generalizations by mentors (all male in those days) and the sexual, maternal, and competitive emotions I routinely noticed and experienced firsthand.

Thus when the behavior of females I was watching failed to conform to theoretical expectations, instead of dismissing seemingly idiosyncratic antics I grew curious. Rather than write off as insignificant the behavior of females who temporarily left their groups to sexually solicit strange males (even females who were already pregnant so hardly after the “best” genes), I tried to imagine why a female would ever do so. A field study originally focused on a particularly striking male reproductive strategy (eliminating the offspring of rival males so as to compress female fertility into his tenure of access) expanded to include an array of previously undreamed of female counterstrategies, such as females engaging in not-possibly-conceptive matings with extragroup males so as to manipulate information about paternity (Hrdy, 1977, 1981). Over time, I began to rethink why women like myself would ever feel conflicted or ambivalent about motherhood and recognize how impossible it would have been for the apes in the line leading to the genus Homo to evolve had mothers not been able to rely on help from a wider range of others (allomothers of both sexes) than previously supposed (Hrdy, 1999).

It is by now clear from many sources that throughout the evolution of our species, the majority of conceptions and births ended in untimely demise. And if so, female status-striving and quests for autonomy, and quite a bit else that mothers, older sisters, grandmothers, and others do to ensure at least some infants remain safe from predators and conspecifics and well-enough fed and positioned so as to prosper long enough to breed themselves, would have rendered the female sex wide open to Darwinian selection in realms far broader than simply choosing the “right” mate and then committing to every fetus conceived, selflessly rearing every baby born.

Can the f-word “feminist” so dreaded by empirically minded scientists introduce sources of bias? Yes, of course it can, and sometimes does. But keep in mind just how often the same rigorously scientific intellects that once were bent on rejecting any taint of feminist thought failed to notice how “masculinist” were the models they themselves had so long endorsed. It is important to acknowledge and recall this history lest old biases creep back in.

As I employ the term “feminist” it simply refers to anyone, male or female, who advocates equal rights and opportunities for both sexes. In an evolutionary context, this means paying equivalent attention to selection pressures on females as well as those acting on males. “Feminism” becomes political only when countervailing biases deny females equal consideration, which of course in the case of
much early Darwinian and especially social-Darwinian (Spencerian) theorizing, they did. Rather than introducing new sources of bias, or seducing researchers into politically correct positions unsupported by evidence, feminist critiques led many of us to revise incorrect starting assumptions. Eyes newly opened to old sources of bias started to see females who were competitive and sometimes violent (see especially the chapters by Liesen and Fisher) as well as affiliative and cooperative, females who could be nurturing in one context and quite destructive in another and also, as in almost all primates, often characterized by decidedly polyandrous tendencies. Such females were every bit as strategic as males. Indeed in some species (Cercopithecine monkeys come to mind) a daughter’s rank—and with it her reproductive success—is determined by her mother’s, while in other species the mother’s rank influences the reproductive success of sons. This is the case among bonobos, muriqui monkeys, and under some circumstances among humans as well (see the “empresses” in Laura Betzig’s chapter of this volume!). The female status-seekers and perpetuators in these instances are anything but uninvolved in “primate public life,” often playing for more enduring stakes than males do. Read on and see for yourselves.
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